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1. Introduction

The ability of smart objects to stay connected to the Internet for purposes of transmitting and receiving data is referred to as the Internet of Things (IoT). As per recent estimates, the number of IoT devices will surpass 50 billion by 2020. Unsurprisingly, this mushrooming of IoT devices has drawn the attention of attackers who seek to exploit them for their own benefit, with the Mirai botnet being perhaps the most prominent example of IoT specific malware [1, 2]. Basically, IoT brings along a plethora of potential security and privacy risks to the end-users, including the unsanctioned access and abuse of private information, the enabling and strengthening of assaults against other systems, and the breeding of risks pertaining to personal safeness [3]. Especially, IoT facilitates the creation of an assortment of privacy risks to the consumer associated with the collection of personal and sensitive information, like their preferences, locations, habits, and so on. In the mid- or long-run these pieces of data can be used to, say, profile or impersonate the user or group of interest. On the other hand, such risks to security, privacy, and trust may significantly diminish end-user’s confidence in IoT and therefore impede its full realization.

The feature topic at hand intends to promote the dissemination of the latest methodologies, solutions, and case studies pertaining to IoT security, privacy, and trust issues. Its objective is to publish high-quality articles presenting security algorithms, protocols, policies, frameworks, and solutions for the IoT ecosystem.

The goal of this special issue was to attract high-quality contributions from researchers working in the broad area of security, privacy, and trust for IoT ecosystems, including but not limited to (a) cloud computing-based security solutions for IoT data, (b) mobile service privacy for IoT devices, (c) standardization efforts related to IoT, (d) testbeds and case studies for IoT, (e) Intrusion detection for IoT, (f) trust management for IoT, and (g) virtualization solutions to IoT security.

2. Submissions

This special issue presents high-quality articles describing security and privacy issues, attacks as well as their remedies for the IoT ecosystems. We received a total of 29 submissions and, after a rigorous review process, we selected 10 articles covering the subject from different perspectives, i.e., about 30% of all the submitted papers.

In “On the RCCA Security of Hybrid Signcryption for Internet of Things” by H. Dai et al., hybrid signcryption schemes are lucrative for protecting communications in IoT environments. Such schemes achieve multiple cryptographic services simultaneously but with much lower overhead than separate traditional cryptographic schemes. This attribute makes them ideal for resource-constrained environments. Unlike most approaches that verify such security schemes primarily against Chosen Ciphertext Attacks, this paper proposes verification against Repayable Chosen Ciphertext Attacks. Despite being a theoretically weaker security notion, it is “secure enough” for IoT applications and at the same time much more efficient.

In “A Hierarchical Matrix Decomposition-Based Signcryption without Key-Recovery in Large-Scale WSN” by C.
The power of blockchain is primarily leveraged towards malicious or insecure services in network computing scenarios. This is particularly evident in the lack of a standardized central management system that introduces the problem of trust. The paper proposes a blockchain based contractual routing protocol which operates in a fully distributed manner without requiring any trusted CA. The introduced protocol makes use of the smart contracts concept to discover a route to a destination or data gateway within heterogeneous IoT networks. The protocol is proven resistant to both Blackhole and Greyhole attacks.

While in "Shielding IoT against cyber-attacks: An event-based approach using SIEM" by D. D. Lopez et al., due to the high level of heterogeneity in IoT environments, traditional security solutions cannot perform ideally. Security Information and Event Management systems seem to be an appealing solution; however, current practices known from conventional computer networks fail to take into account the possible correlations between IoT layers and the peculiarities of corresponding security events and attack surfaces. The paper proposes a custom-tailored security architecture and explores possible mappings between events, vulnerabilities, and attack surfaces for typical IoT ecosystems.

In "BaDS: Blockchain-Based Architecture for Data Sharing with ABS and CP-ABE in IoT" by Y. Zhang et al., cloud infrastructures are an indispensable component of IoT applications, yet they may not always be considered as fully trusted entities. This paper proposes a privacy-preserving and user-controlled data sharing architecture which permits detailed access control. The proposed approach is based on the Blockchain model and smart contracts to ensure the scalability of access control tables.

In "Towards Secure Network Computing Services for Lightweight Clients using Blockchain" by Y. Xu et al., the network-based service sharing paradigm may indirectly extend the abilities of the resource-constrained IoT devices; nevertheless it introduces additional risks since untrusted/unverified code can be loaded from the network and then be executed even natively. This paper proposes a novel blockchain-based secure service provisioning mechanism for protecting lightweight IoT devices from malicious or insecure services in network computing scenarios. The power of blockchain is primarily leveraged towards identifying and verifying the corresponding provider and service.

In "Security Vulnerabilities and Countermeasures for Time Synchronization in TSCH Networks" by W. Yang et al., numerous IoT applications require that all nodes must maintain high-precision time synchronization. Such communication systems suffer from time-synchronization attacks, primarily in single-hop pair-wise synchronization situations. The paper examines the security vulnerabilities of TSCH technology to identify the potential vulnerabilities and attacks. The corresponding security enhancements are also outlined and an authentication-based mechanism along with a clock-offset filter is proposed.

In "Towards Privacy Preserving IoT Environments: A Survey" by M. Seliem et al., privacy is one pivotal requirement of IoT applications. One of the most essential concerns of IoT applications is the lack of control over raw personal data communicated from the sensors to the cloud application counterparts. This paper conducts a thorough survey of existing research and proposed solutions regarding privacy in IoT ecosystems, from a multipoint of view to outline the numerous associated risks and potential mitigations.

In "FAPRP: A Machine Learning Approach to Flooding Attacks Prevention Routing Protocol in Mobile Ad Hoc Networks" by N. T. Luong et al., IoT communications may sometimes be deprived of a centralized infrastructure thus completely relying on number of self-organizing nodes to form Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANETs). Such types of networks are prone to request route flooding attack, a devastating attack which is trivial to initiate and challenging to remedy. The authors introduce the Flooding Attack Detection Algorithm (FADA) which is based on historical network traces and the k-NN algorithm to detect and isolate the malicious nodes in the network. Then a new routing protocol for such settings is introduced which incorporates FADA algorithm as part of its route request phase, minimizing the risk.
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